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BATTLE-OF-THE-WILLS Update It’s official:

Some Australian politicians and bureaucrats
have bent to Jewish pressure!
______________________________________

Holocaust-denying bishop’s visit axed
PETER KOHN, JUNE 12, 2014
rejects the landmark rapprochement with Jews in
Vatican II in the 1960s, has previously been found
guilty by a German court of inciting racial hatred,
Last week, after learning of Williamson’s travel
plans, The
AJN contacted
the
Department
of
Immigration and Border Control to inquire if he had
been granted a visa and to alert Immigration Minister
Scott Morrison to his views.
The following day, a spokesperson contacted The
AJN saying, “The individual’s visa has been cancelled,”
and noting that the minister was “appreciative” of the
newspaper drawing his attention to the matter.
The Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ) also
contacted the Department of Immigration last week.
Noting Williamson’s views and past, ECAJ urged that he
be banned from the country in line with legislation that
allows the minister to refuse or cancel a visa on
Bishop Richard Williamson will not be allowed to visit
character grounds, having regard to the person’s past
Australia.
criminal record or if there is a significant risk that
AN anti-Semitic British churchman with a record of
during that person’s visit he or she would vilify a
denying the Holocaust will not be allowed to visit
segment of the Australian community.
Australia after The AJN alerted the government to his
Welcoming the government’s decision, ECAJ executive
views.
director Peter Wertheim said, “The Minister seems to
Bishop Richard Williamson – who has publicly denied
have drawn the correct conclusion that if Williamson
that six million Jews were killed during the Shoah,
were to be allowed into Australia there is a significant
insisting that at most the number of victims was
risk he would vilify the Jewish community.”
between 200,000 and 300,000 – was scheduled to
Describing the Minister’s decision as “a welcome
travel to the country later this month.
affirmation that [Williamson’s] vile and hateful ideas
The cleric has also claimed there is no evidence of any
will not be tolerated in Australia”, B’nai B’rith AntiJews being killed in gas chambers, and has described
Defamation Commission chair Dr Dvir Abramovich
Jews as “enemies of Christ” responsible for “changes
added, “I am dismayed that any church or religious
and corruption” within the Catholic Church.
group in Australia would embrace a Holocaust denier
Williamson, a member of “The Resistance”, a
and give legitimacy to his disgraceful lies.”
conservative grouping within the Catholic Church that
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It is not clear whether Williamson’s visit was sanctioned
by the Catholic Church in Australia, but a spokesperson
for Archbishop Christopher Prowse, who is Consultor to
the Holy See’s Commission for Religious Relations with
the Jews, confirmed that the Canberra-based
archbishop had no knowledge of the planned visit.
Rabbi Fred Morgan, a professorial fellow of the
Australian Catholic University’s (ACU) Faculty of
Theology and Philosophy, said Williamson’s views
“would be anathema – to use a Christian term – to the
scholars at ACU, all of whom support the openness and
change in direction represented by Vatican II and the

document on Jewish-Catholic relations Nostra Aetate,
which eschews all forms of anti-Semitism”.
Williamson was one of four priests illicitly ordained by
self-styled Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre in 1988, which
resulted in an excommunication that was revoked in
2009 by former pope Benedict XVI. The pontiff declared
he had had no prior knowledge of Williamson’s
comments on the Shoah and suspended him from his
episcopal functions until he unequivocally and publicly
repudiated his false assertions about the Holocaust.
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/holocaust-denyingbishops-visit-axed/35598
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Leaders laud East Jerusalem stance
GARETH NARUNSKY, JUNE 13, 2014
only of ancient history, but of recent and current
history,” he said.
Zionist Federation of Australia president Danny Lamm
commended the government “for taking a stand on this
issue and for recognising that the final status of
Jerusalem can only be resolved by a return to the
negotiating table”.
“Any use of the term ‘occupied’ predetermines the
outcomes of negotiations as defined in United
Resolutions 242 and 338,” he said.
Executive Council of Australian Jewry executive director
Peter Wertheim said the fact that the United Nations
routinely refers to parts of Jerusalem as “occupied”
“does not make such language sacrosanct”.
“The Australian government is correct in stating that
the Israelis and Palestinians themselves have agreed
that the final status of Jerusalem is to be worked out
through direct negotiations, and that the use of loaded
Attorney-General George Brandis.
language by others, which prejudges the issue, serves
ISRAELI Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has lauded
no constructive purpose,” he said.
the Australian government after Attorney-General
Australia/Israel and Jewish Affairs Council executive
George Brandis (pictured) clarified last week the
director
Colin
Rubenstein
also
welcomed
the
Coalition does not refer to East Jerusalem as
clarification. “Prejudging the issues in dispute
“occupied”.
encourages an ongoing Palestinian refusal to make the
In a statement authorised by Foreign Minister Julie
compromises essential for [a two-state solution] to
Bishop last Thursday, Senator Brandis told a Senate
come about,” he said.
Estimates hearing that using the term “Occupied East
But Brandis’s statement has come under fire from the
Jerusalem” is unhelpful to the peace process.
federal Opposition, with a spokesperson for shadow
It followed a heated debate the previous evening, at
foreign affairs minister Tanya Plibersek saying, “Clear
which Greens Senator Lee Rhiannon and Independent
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade advice to
Nick Xenophon both repeatedly asked Senator Brandis
Labor in government was that the settlements are not
whether the Coalition regarded East Jerusalem as
in line with international law.”
occupied.
Former foreign ministers Bob Carr and Gareth Evans
In Thursday’s statement, Senator Brandis said: “The
wrote an opinion piece in The Canberra Times on
description of areas which are the subject of
Sunday that was harshly critical of the position,
negotiations in the course of the peace process by
prompting a rebuke from their one-time colleague,
reference to historical events is unhelpful.
Melbourne Ports MP Michael Danby.
“The description of East Jerusalem as ‘Occupied East
“Former foreign ministers Evans’ and Carr’s obsessive
Jerusalem’ is a term freighted with pejorative
interest in the fine detail of the Arab-Israeli conflict was
implications, which is neither appropriate nor useful.
to the detriment of other more pressing issues, such as
“It should not and will not be the practice of the
China’s conflict with its East Asian neighbours and the
Australian government to describe areas of negotiations
150,000 people killed in Syria and its resultant refugee
in such judgmental language.”
and terrorist outflow,” he said.
Netanyahu praised this stance at his weekly cabinet
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/leaders-laud-eastmeeting on Sunday. “To say this sharply and with such
jerusalem-stance/35603
clarity and, I would say, courage, is refreshing given
the chorus of hypocrisy and ignorance; ignorance not
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>>TWO FRIENDS OF ISRAEL CRITICAL OF ISRAEL<<
Former PM Malcolm Fraser does not bend to Jewish
pressure on “Holocaust” and “Israel”!

Australia’s 22 Prime Minister, from 11 November
1975 to 11 March 1983

Malcolm Fraser: It’s time we grew up!

_______________________________________
Bob Carr states Australian Foreign Policy controlled by
Israel

Bob Carr launches his book at Dymocks in Sydney. Source: News Limited

________________________________________
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Israel’s current best friend: Pope Francis supports Zionism

Pope Francis visits the Yad Vashem
Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem 26
May 2014

Pope Francis at the Separation Wall
Meeting Holocaust survivors.

At the Western Wall

Pope Francis visits the Theodor
Herzl memorial – founding father of
the Zionist movement.

After praying at the Western Wall,
Pope Francis embraced an imam and
a rabbi.

Pope Francis is presented with a
Menorah on May 26, 2014 in
Jerusalem.

_____________________________________________
Michael Mazur on 12 June 2014

If you're wondering what's been happening in Iraq
all at once, wonder no longer ...
On the news it is being reported that Baghdad is
in imminent danger of being overrun by Al Qaeda
advancing unopposed from the north.
After the solid support for Bashar al Assad was
just demonstrated in the Syrian elections, Al
Qaeda may have reasoned that as Syria was lost
to them, then there was no point in going back
home to any of the 29 countries they had
originally come from, to no future, and instead
decided on joining others of their ilk in the
northern part of neighbouring Iraq.
And, and, become self financing too! They looted
the Iraqi banks as they went. More later.
With Turkish officials also being seized in Mosul it
means Turkey as a conduit for the insurgency into
Syria has been over for some time.
Turks aren't needed anymore, thank you.
Since they are moving southwards and, with ease,
engaging Nouri al Malaki's rapidly retreating
forces as they do so, it means that they will be
making common cause with the car bombers who
have murdered countless thousands of innocent
Iraqis since 2004.
As we should know, the car bombers are Israelis
and Saudis working together, which in turn means
that neither Israel nor Saudi Arabia is going to be

a target of Al Qaeda - have never been, which in
itself should tell you something.
What else to understand?
For the US to be sending in 4,000 troops - or to
bomb from the air, to act as a barrier to the
southward advance of this serially named Al
Qaeda force - the names keep changing, would be
against Israel's wishes, for Israel does want Iraq
to cease to exist altogether.
Know the refrain: From the Nile to the Euphrates,
is what is the psychic driver of the Israelis, and
the Diaspora Jews.
Pretty neat, huh, looting the banks at their
leisure, town after town, no risk stick 'em ups at
each of the town banks - it wouldn't have been
just in Mosul, there acquiring $400,000,000+.
Now no need to ask US Sec State Kerry for
anything military, just buy it off the Israelis!
Eleven years it has taken to achieve the
elimination of Iraq, the Israelis knew exactly that
this was the outcome they were aiming at, using
casual thinking Americans, Brits and Australians,
who by everything anyone of them has ever said
didn't indicate that they understood that the real
plan all along was the disappearance of Iraq.
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